HUNTING BARRELS

The choice of most avid hunters for the long range and extremely tight patterns is sleeving any barrel of yours to super full or buying our custom screw in choke tubes to fit your threaded barrel. Both choices give the same results. You can expect either to give you the best patterns ever. Sleeving is a particularly good choice when restoring a favorite old gun that has a bad choke, cut off, poly choke, wrong choke (like modified or IC) or shorten to remove a bulge. We do this on plain or vent ribbed barrels and can shorten them before sleeving for the very popular 24” – 26” length. None of our choke work is noticeable and therefore does not have a ugly altered look. These chokes will shoot 85% in a 30” circle at 40 yards and all 00 and 000 buckshot in a 22” circle.

- Sleeving (last 2 ½” – 3” of inside muzzle) (permanent) ................................................................. $110
- Screw-In Custom Choke Tubes (most 12ga and 10ga barrels with threads) ........................................ $65

SHOOTING MATCH BARRELS

Most Matches or Turkey Shoots in America use #6’s, 7 ½’s, 8’s, 9’s or 10 size shot. Distances vary from 50’ to 38 yards. The best and most acceptable gun to compete with is a 36” barrel on any 12ga shotgun. By far the most popular is the Remington Model 870 and Model 1100. This mainly because of availability, popularity and ease of parts if needed. Most others are good choices also, the most often used gun has the 36” (add to your barrel) length, a 642+ choke and Remington Model 700 rifle sights, it is then blued and is nearly undetectable from a factory barrel. For places that restrict choke sizes, the .675 - .680 choke with a .750 oversize bore is necessary to pass inspection, we do all these choices and offer the most popular outside diameter of .875. This is “stock” appearing and is close to all factory barrel sizes. We also offer the 1” diameter or semi bull barrel. There is no noticeable advantage in pattern quality between these barrels but many shooters like the heavier barrels because of the heavier weight and lighter recoil. Remember, we make all length choke tubes and barrels - so order the longest you are allowed at your shoot, the longer - the better. These barrels are only 1 of 4 ingredients in order to be a consistent winner. Here they are!

1 – A top quality competitive barrel
2 – Your ability to hold the gun rock steady
3 – Your ability to locate the exact, one spot to hold on the target
4 – Your ability to ease the trigger back by squeezing and therefore not flinch.

There are no more secrets to being a winner. Its so simple but 7 out of 10 shooters do chase the pattern by moving the aim point and the same number “flinch” by tightening their muscles as they jerk the trigger in order to offset the recoil they know is coming. Beat these bad habits and you are halfway home.

All work is 100% guaranteed to be competitive at all shoots.

- Sleeving (permanent and unnoticeable) ................................................................. $110
- Overboring the barrel to .740 to .755 when necessary ................................................ $85
- Install Match Chamber (tighter and shorter than factory) ........................................ $95
- Rifle Sights – install Remington Model 700 Steel Rifle Sights ........................................ $60
- Custom .640 Choke Tube - standard 2” long for all factory threads ......................... $75
- Custom .640 Choke Tube - 6” or 8” (from end of muzzle) for all factory threads ........... $95

CUSTOM MATCH BARREL SERVICE

Custom Work To Your Barrel Tested and Ready to Shoot

- Deluxe - add on to your barrel to make it 36” (or 32” - 34”) and install a special match chamber for low brass loads. Install factory blueing and Remington Model 700 rifle sights. Barrel material is .875 giving a factory appearance to the finished product (no rifle sights deduct $35.00) ........................................ $395
- Deluxe 1” - same as above except 1” Bull Barrel (forearm must be sanded slightly on inside for Remington Model 1100) ..................... $425
- Deluxe 1-1/4” Stainless Steel Super Shoot Barrel ............................................... $475

COMPLETE BARREL FURNISHED

One Of Our Barrels Tested and Ready to Shoot

- Deluxe 36” - Remington Model 870 or 1100 with factory sights, sleeved, match chamber, blued ......................................................... $495

For service on your barrel, send the barrel with a letter giving the shot size preferred and the distance to the target include your physical address and phone number. Turn around time is usually 3-4 weeks on sleeving and custom work.

Make Checks payable to John Bengel for more information phone (804) 337-2960

Shipping and Handling - Barrels $10.00 UPS (COD charge add $11.00) include physical address no post office box.